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Abstract 
This paper presents an implementation architecture 

based on per flow queueing that is capable of achieving 
QoS provisioning for future integrated services networks 
consistin of the guaranteed service (GS), the controlled- 
load (CL!, and the best-effort (BE) service classes. We 
propose several novel traffic management mechanisms, 
including Adaptive Rate allocation for Controlled-load 
(ARC), a hybrid model-based and measurement-based 
admission control algorithm for GS and CL flows, and 
a Quasi-Pushout Plus (&PO+) packet discarding mech- 
anism. Simulation results show that our architecture 
and algorithms provide hard QoS guarantee to  GS flows 
under all conditions, consistent (soft) QoS to CL flows 
under both light and heavy load conditions, and effec- 
tive control of negative impact from non-conforming CL 
flows. Our architecture and algorithms also resolve sev- 
eral issues associated with the traditional class-based ap- 
proach. 

1 Introduction 
One of the most challenging problems for the next 

generation Internet is to support diverse multimedia ap- 
plications with quality of service (QoS) guarantees. To 
address this challenge, the Internet Engineering Task 
Force (IETF) Integrated Services Working Group has 
specified three service classes, namely, the guaranteed 
service (GS) [9 , the controlled-load service (CL) [lo], 
and the best-e B ort service. The GS guarantees that 
packets will arrive within the guaranteed delivery time, 
provided that the flow’s traffic conforms to its specified 
traffic parameters [ 9 .  That is, GS does not control the 

the maximal queueing delay. The CL service is intended 
to support a broad class of applications which have been 
developed for use in today’s Internet, but are sensitive 
to heavy load conditions [lo]. The CL service does not 
specify any target QoS parameters. Instead, acceptance 
of a request for CL is defined to imply a commitment 
by the network to provide the requester with a service 
closely approximating the QoS the same flow would re- 

minimal or average d elay of a packet; it merely controls 
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ceive under lightly loaded conditions. The best-effort 
(BE) service class offers the same type of service under 
the current Internet architecture. That is, the network 
makes effort to deliver data packets but makes no guar- 
antees. 

To support the diverse QoS requirements from the 
GS, the CL, and the BE services in integrated services 
networks, new network architecture and traffic manage- 
ment algorithms must be in place. Such architecture 
and algorithms should meet the following performance 
evaluation criteria as specified by IETF. 

Criterion 1 (Cl) :  For GS, IETF requires that the ar- 
chitecture and algorithms of each switch must en- 
sure that the delay bounds are never violated and 
packets are not lost if a source’s traffic conforms to  
its traffic descriptors [9]. 

Criterion 2 (C2): For CL service, an architecture and 
algorithmsshould provide a flow, under all load con- 
ditions, with a QoS closely similar to the QoS that 
the same flow would receive under lightly loaded 
network conditions [lo]. 

Criterion 3 (C3): The network architecture and traf- 
fic managements algorithms must be capable of con- 
trolling non-conforming GS/CL flows by minimizing 
their negative impact on other conforming GS/CL 
flows and BE flows [9, lo]. 

Previous work on integrated services networks has 
been focused on class-based queueing architecture [2, 51. 
However, when class-based approach is used to support 
CL service, there are several problems as follows. First 
of all, it is not clear, under class-based approach, how 
to effectively isolate non-conforming flows and minimize 
their negative impact on other conforming GS and CL 
flows (i.e. criterion C3). Secondly, the class-based ap- 
proach requires to  classify all incoming CL flows, each 
of which may have different traffic behavior and QoS re- 
quirements, into a limited set of classes. Therefore, it 
is impossible to  provide a flexible QoS support for each 
individual CL flow based on its unique traffic behavior 
and specific QoS requirements. Finally, it is impossible 
for a class-based approach to  enforce fair rate allocation 
for CL flows. 

Recent market demand has put QoS support as the 
key feature in differentiating network products from var- 
ious vendors. Furthermore, due to  advances in silicon 
technology, hardware implementation of sophisticated 
per flow based traffic management algorithms no longer 
poses any major cost constraint [l]. Such market de- 
mand and hardware capabilities enable us to  design per 
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flow based traffic management mechanisms to control 
QoS with substantially improved performance than tra- 
ditional clitss-based approach for the next generation 
switches/routers. This paper presents a novel architec- 
ture and several traffic management algorithms based on 
per flow queueing that not only satisfy the three crite- 
ria to support integrated traffic of the GS, the CL, and 
the BE services, but also resolve the several problems 
associated with the traditional class-based approach. 

Our network architecture strives to offer a good bal- 
ance between traffic isolation and buffer sharing. We 
make three separate bufler partitions for the GS, the 
CL, and the BE flows, respectively, and one separate 
partition for non-conforming GS/CL packets. Per flow 
queueing with weighted fair queueing (WFQ) scheduling 
is employed for GS and CL flows, while shared queueing 
with FIFO is employed for BE flows and non-conforming 
GS/CL packets. We propose an Adaptive Rate alloca- 
tion for Controlled-load (ARC) algorithm to provide soft 
bandwidth allocation to CL flows while enforcing a guar- 
anteed rate allocation to each GS flow. We present a 
hybrid call admission control (CAC) algorithm consist- 
ing of model-based CAC for GS flows and measurement- 
based CAC for CL flows. Finally, we design a packet dis- 
carding algorithm, called quasi-pushout plus (QPO+), 
to effectively control non-conforming CL flows. Our sim- 
ulation results show that our architecture offers guaran- 
teed QoS to GS flows under all conditions (Cl),  con- 
sistent (soft) QoS to CL traffic under both light load 
and heavy load conditions (CS), and minimal negative 
impact on conforming flows should there be any non- 
conforming behavior from CL flows (C3). Furthermore, 
our architecture and traffic management algorithms have 
resolved the several problems associated with the tradi- 
tional class-based approach. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 presents our network node architecture. In Sec- 
tion 3, we presents our traffic management algorithms. 
Section 4 uses simulation results to demonstrate the per- 
formance of our network architecture and traffic manage- 
ment algorithms. Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2 Network Node Architecture 
We assume that each switch employs output port 

buffering. Figure 1 shows our architecture for the GS, 
the CL, and the BE traffic at  each output port of a net- 
work node. Under our architecture (Fig. l), we partition 
each output port buffer pool into four parts: one for GS 
flows, one for CL flows, one for BE traffic, and one for 
non-conforming GS or CI, packets. 

Within the same buffer partition for GS or CL flows, 
we employ per flow queueing for each individual GS or 
CL flow. Furthermore, a GS (or a CL) flow can share 
buffering with other GS (or CL) flows within their own 
buffer partition while there is no buffer sharing across 
partitions. That is, there is no buffer sharing between 
GS and CL flows. We believe this approach offers an ex- 
cellent balance between traffic isolation and buffer shar- 
ing. 

For BE buffer partition, we employ a common FIFO 
shared queue. This is because there is no QoS commit- 
ment of any kind to each individual BE flow. 

For admitted GS or CL flows equipped with policing 
mechanism, packets not conforming to traffic parameters 
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Figure 1: A network node architecture. 

will be tagged at  the network access point [lo]. We pro- 
pose to use one separate buffer for such non-conforming 
GS or CL packets and give them the lowest service pri- 
ority so that they will have minimal negative impact on 
BE traffic [9, lo]. 

Under the above buffering architecture, we design our 
per flow based traffic management algorithms with .;he 
aim of achieving the three criteria for the GS, the CL, 
and the BE services and solve the several problems as- 
sociated with the class-based approach. 

3 Traffic Management Algorithms 
Section 3.1 

presents rate and buffer allocation schemes for GS 2nd 
CL flows. In Section 3.2, we show our hybrid CAC al- 
gorithm. Section 3.3 presents packet discarding mecha- 
nisms. 

3.1 
For GS flows, we employ a simple calculation to allo- 

cate bandwidth and buffer and provide a determinicitic 
QoS guarantee (i.e. hard delay bound for each packet 
and zero packet loss rate) for each flow. On the other 
hand, for CL flows, we can choose a much less cons,er- 
vative approach, since it only requires soft QoS guaran- 
tees. We show how to estimate the effective bandwidth 
of a CL flow by measuring the entropy of such flow. To 
support the link sharing between the GS and the CL 
flows, we present a novel rate assignment strategy called 
ARC (short for Adaptive Rate allocation for Controlled- 
load) to provide hard bandwidth guarantee to GS flows 
under all conditions and consistent (or soft) bandwilhh 
allocation to CL flows. Also shown in Fig. 1 is a hier- 
archical packet scheduling architecture where a prioi-ity 
link scheduler is shared among a weighted fair queue- 

We organize this section as follows. 

Resource Allocation for GS/CL Flows 
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ing (WFQ) for GS and CL flows, a FIFO for BE flows, 
and a FIFO for non-conforming GS/CL packets. Ser- 
vice priority is first given to the WFQ scheduler, and 
then to BE FIFO scheduler. The FIFO scheduler for 
non-conforming GS/CL packets has the lowest priority 
in receiving service. 

The reason why we use per flow queueing and WFQ 
scheduler for CL flows is based on the results in [8], 
where it has been shown that GPS (fluid model of WFQ) 
scheduling is able to provide aflexible QoS support (both 
loss and delay requirement) and enforce bandwidth al- 
location for each individual flow. In order words, per 
flow queueing with a WFQ scheduler in our architecture 
solves the last two problems associated with the tradi- 
tional class-based approach. 
Model-Based Rate Calculation for GS Flows 

for a GS flow j is given as follows. 
According to [9], the end-to-end queueing delay bound 

where 
Uj: the leaky bucket size for flow j ;  
p j :  the token generating rate for flow j; 
p.:  the peak rate of flow j; a.: the allocated bandwidth for flow j; 
idj : the maximum datagram size of flow j; 
Ctotj:  the rate-dependent error term for flow j; 
Dtotj : the rate-independent error term for flow j. 

j, its required rate RFs can be obtained from Eq. ( 1 ) .  
Buffer Allocation for GS Flows 

To guarantee zero packet loss for GS, appropriate 
buffer must be allocated for each GS flow. We use the 
result in [4] to allocate buffer for GS flows. For flow 
j E GS, the required buffer allocation at the l th  switch 
along the path is given by 

Therefore, for a given delay requirement for a GS flow 

where 

p j  otherwise. 

In the above equations, Cjk’ and Djk) are the rate- 
dependent error term and the rate-independent error 
term at the k t h  switch for flow j E GS, respectively. 
Ctotj and Dtotj are the sum of C3!h, and the sum of 
Djk) along the path of flow j E GS, respectively. 

Measurement-Based Rate Estimation for CL 
Unlike GS flows, CL flows do not have hard delay re- 

quirements and therefore do not require hard bandwidth 
and buffer guarantee. Instead, CL flows only require soft 
bandwidth support from the network for consistent per- 
formance under light and heavy load conditions. There- 
fore, we can adapt more efficient bandwidth allocation 
based on the measurement of a CL flow’s actual traffic 
behavior (instead of relying on a model with rigid pa- 
rameters). 

To measure the the effective bandwidth for CL flows, 
we divide time axis into small fixed interval d and de- 
note t g  be the time required to accumulate a total of B 
bits for a particular CL flow. Clearly, t g  is a variable 
depending on the particular incoming CL flow traffic be- 
havior. We also introduce a threshold Tmax to set up an 
upper bound on the measurement interval and take the 
minimum of t g  and Tmax as our measurement window 
T.  That is, T = min{tg, Tmax}. 

Denote M the total number of d’s within a measure- 
ment window T, i.e. M = [$]. Let AT(k),  15 k < M 
be the number of bits arrived in the kth measurement in- 
terval. We first estimate the scaled cumulant generating 
function (SCGF) A(6). 

where si = - ( I o g ~ i - ’ o g T i ~  b , b is the size of the CL buffer 
partition, ci is the packet loss rate requested by source 
i,.and yi is the probability that flow i is non-empty. Let 
X i  be the peak rate of flow i .  Then, we can obtain the 
effective bandwidth of CL flow i by 

In our measurement, we only measure the number of 
packets in bits that have successfully entered the buffer 
partition, excluding discarded packets. This is because 
discarded packets will not be served by the scheduler, 
and thus it is only necessary to  consider the packets that 
have successfully entered the buffer and allocate appro- 
priate rate for their service. Furthermore, we find that 
such measurement technique has the additional advan- 
tage of preventing non-conforming flows from unfairly 
increasing its rate share in the scheduler by sending more 
packets. 

We assume the requirement for packet loss rate ~i is 
available. For CL flows, user are not required to explic- 
itly request such &OS parameter. We can start with a 
small value for ~ i ,  which represents a conservative admis- 
sion control, and then increase ~i if experience indicates 
that a less conservative admission control would be ade- 
quate [3]. 
Rate Assignment for GS and CL Flows 

To provide hard rate guarantee to each GS flow and 
soft rate guarantee to each CL flow, we employ the fol- 
lowing weight assignment strategy in the WFQ sched- 
uler. When the sum of guaranteed rates from GS Aows 
(calculated from Eq. (1)) and the estimated rates from 
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CL flows is less than the link capacity, we use these rates 
directly in the WFQ for the corresponding GS or CL 
flows and the delay requirement for each GS flow is al- 
ways guaranteed. On the other hand, if the sum of cal- 
culated GS rates and measured CL rates is greater than 
the link Capacity, we shall still use the calculated rate 
for each GS flow as the weight for such flow in the WFQ 
scheduler but use a down-scaled version of the estimated 
rate for a CL flow (by a factor of remaining capacity di- 
vided by the sum of estimated CL rates) as the weight 
for the corresponding CL flow in the WFQ scheduler. 
We name this rate assignment A R C ,  for Adaptive Rate 
assignment for Controlled-load. 

Algorithm 1 ARC 

For an admitted CL flow i, its rate RFL is given by 

where a(&) is the measured effective bandwidth of the 
0 CL flow d,  and r is the link rate. 

Once we use the RYS, j E GS, and RCL, i E CL 
as the weight for the respective flow j or i in our WFQ 
scheduler, we have the following property on rate allo- 
cation for GS and CL flows. The rate allocation for 
each GS flow is no less than its calculated guaranteed 
rate while the rate allocation for each CL flow may have 
occasional fluctuations (due to on-line measurement of 
each CL flow traffic behavior), which is understood to 
be a soft bandwidth guarantee [lo]. 

3.2 Admission Control Algorithm 
The objective of admission control is to guarantee QoS 

requirements of existing flows (i.e. hard QoS guarantees 
to admitted GS flows and consistent (or soft) perfor- 
mance to admitted CL flows) while maximizing network 
utilization. We design a simple hybrid admission con- 
trol algorithm which consists of model-based admission 
control for GS flows artd measurement-based admission 
control for CL flows. There is no admission control for 
BE traffic and such type of flows are always admitted. 

The following is our admission control algorithm for 
the GS and CL flows, where p is target utilization and 
r is the link capacity. 

Algorithm 2 Admhion Control for GS and CL 

Upon the receipt of a new flow request for GS 

’ 

else 
admit the new GS flow and stop; 

reject the new GS flow and stop; 

Upon the receipt of a new flow request for CL service 

if (E. GS RjGs + EiEcL R f L  + R,C,L, 5 1 1 .  r) /* R, 22 is the requested rate of the new CL flow. */ 
aimit  the new CL flow and stop; 

else 
reject the new CL flow and stop. 0 

In Algorithm 2, we use the peak rate of a CL for 
admission control rather than the token generating rate 
p. This is because that our previous experience in [ll] 
has shown that the p parameter can be less than the 
required rate and, therefore, the targeted QoS could be 
violated if we only reserve a bandwidth of p. 

3.3 Packet Discarding Mechanisms 
An arriving packet is allowed to enter the parlicu- 

lar buffer partition only when there is enough remaining 
buffer space. Otherwise, we have to either discard the 
incoming packet or discard some other packet(s) in the 
buffer in order to make room for the incoming packet. 

For GS buffer partition, since the admission control 
algorithm for an incoming GS flow includes buffer allo- 
cation, an admitted flow will have sufficient buffer space 
throughout its path. Therefore, there should not be any 
buffer overflow for GS buffer partition. In the worst :me, 
should the network misbehave, we may employ si nple 
tail-dropping for GS buffer partition. 

For BE buffer partition, we use Flow Random I:arly 
Drop (FRED) (proposed in [6] to prevent non-ada3tive 
BE flows from harming other TCP-like BE flows) for BE 
traffic. 

For the non-conforming GS/CL packets buffer parti- 
tion, we employ simple tail-dropping. 

For CL flows, buffer partition may overflow sinte we 
do not reserve any buffer space for each CL flow and 
the traffic behavior of such flow is unpredictable. Fur- 
thermore, since the network cannot assume that every 
admitted CL flow is equipped with a policing mxha-  
nism at the network access point, some non-conforming 
CL flow without policing mechanism may keep send- 
ing non-conforming packets into the CL buffer parlition 
instead of the non-conforming GS/CL packets b lffer- 
ing partition. To address this problem, we proplxe a 
powerful pushout mechanism, called quasi-pushour plus 
(&PO+) to pushout packets from the longest queue 
to non-conforming buffer whenever the corresponding 
buffer partition cannot accommodate a new packet. 
Such packet discarding scheme is only possible under per 
flow queueing architecture and can achieve fair huffer 
sharing among competing flows during congestion Our 
&PO+ extends the quasi-pushout (QPO) mechankim by 
its ability to handle variable sized packets [7]. We show 
that our &PO+ mechanism is capable to protect the QoS 
guarantees to conforming flows by isolating and discard- 
ing packets from non-conforming flows. Note that our 
&PO+ also solves the first problem associated with the 
traditional class-based approach. 

In our &PO+ mechanism, a register is used to esti- 
mate the longest queue (LQ) in the CL buffer partition 
and is only updated upon a packet’s arrival or departure. 
The queue length of flow i, QL[i] ,  is measured in unit 
of bits. When a packet arrives and the remaining free 
buffer space cannot accommodate such packet, pxkets 
from the quasi-longest queue (LQ) will be transferred 
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to the non-conforming buffer partition (instead of be- 
ing discarded) and make room for this incoming packet. 
The following algorithm shows how our &PO+ packet 
discarding scheme works. We use RB to denote the re- 
maining free buffer space in the CL buffer partition. 

Algorithm 3 QPO+ Mechanism for CL 

When a packet of size P from flow i arrives at the output 
port of a switch, 

if (RB 2 P )  { 
accept such packet and let it join flow i; 
QL[i] := QL[i] + P ;  

else /* i.e. RB < P */ { 
RB := RB - P ;  
} 

if (LQ == i) or ( (QL[LQ] + RB) < P )  

else { 

put this incoming packet into the 
non-conforming buffer partition; 

pop packets (with a sum of z bits) from the 
tail of queue LQ to the non-conforming 
buffer until (RB + z > P);I 
QL[LQ] := QL[LQ] - X ;  
accept the incoming packet and let it join 
flow i: 

RB := RB + Z; 

LQ := i; /* Input comparison */ 
When a packet of size P from flow j departs from the 
output port of a switch, 

RB := RB + P ;  

LQ := j 

Q L [ j ]  := Q L L ]  - P ;  

0 
if (QLWQI < QLbI)  /* Output comparison */ 

We would like to emphasize the following two points 
regarding &PO+ packet discarding mechanism. First of 
all, it should be clear that only under per flow queue- 
ing architecture can we employ such pushout packet dis- 
carding mechanism. Secondly, according to [lo], net- 
work elements must not assume that data sources or up- 
stream elements have taken action to “police” CL flows 
(i.e. limiting their traffic to conform to the flow’s traffic 
descriptor). Therefore, each network element providing 
CL service must independently ensure that criterion C3 
is met in the presence of non-conforming GS/CL traf- 
fic. Our simulations have shown that FIFO with tail 
dropping cannot prevent non-conforming traffic from af- 
fecting conforming flows. Only packet discarding mech- 
anism on a per flow basis such as &PO+ can effectively 

‘There is a subtle case we would like to address during this 
pushout process. It is possible that the longest queue i is only 
slightly (e.g. 1 bit) more than the queue j ,  to which the incoming 
packet belongs. If the incoming packet is large (i.e. maximum of 
1500 bytes for Ethernet packet), the former longest queue i will be- 
come much shorter (at most 3000 bytes) than queue j after QPO+. 
We stress that the probability of such event is extremely small. On 
the other hand, the overall benefits of QPO+ far outweighs such 
minor drawback. 

control non-conformin flows when policing is not done. 
It has been shown in b] that FIFO-based RED cannot 
effectively control non-conforming flows. In the simu- 
lation results, we shall further demonstrate that when 
non-conforming users are present in the network, only 
&PO+ can minimize its negative impact on other con- 
forming flow while other packet discarding schemes (e.g. 
drop-tail) are unable to effectively control such non- 
conforming flows. 

We stress that it is entirely feasible to implement our 
&PO+ mechanism in hardware for IP  switch/router. 
Since the largest IP packet size is 1500 bytes and the 
smallest is 64 bytes (under Ethernet), in the worst-case, 
the incoming packet with the largest packet size will 
pushout at most 24 packets with the smallest packet size. 
Unlike ATM where there is a cycle time constraint (e.g. 
2.83 ps for OC-3 , there is no such cycle time for IP  

sically proportional to the duration of the packet. The 
longer the packet, the more time there will be available 
to do pushout. Therefore, our QPO+ scheme will not 
have a timing constraint bottleneck in hardware imple- 
mentation. 

switch/router an 2 the processing time of a packet is ba- 

4 Simulation Results 
In this section, we implement our integrated services 

architecture and traffic management algorithms on our 
network simulator and use simulations to demonstrate 
the performance of our architecture and algorithms. 

4.1 Simulation Settings 
We use the parking lot network configuration for our 

simulation study (Fig. 2). On the connection level, we 
assume that a GS or CL flow’s inter-arrival time is expo- 
nentially distributed with an average of 50 seconds, and 
the holding time is also exponentially distributed with an 
average of 100 seconds. The simulation parameters for 
the GS, the CL, and the BE service classes are shown 
in Table 1. For GS flows, we use the simple constant 
bit rate as their traffic pattern. For each BE flow, we 
use persistent TCP data traffic. For CL flows, we use 
an exponentially distributed on/off model with average 
E(Ton) and E(Toff.) for on and off periods, respectively. 
During each on period, the packets are generated at peak 
rate rp .  Delay bound is obtained by the ratio of U and 
P. 

In Table 2, we list the simulation parameters at each 
end system and network components. Buffer size in Ta- 
ble 2 is the size of the entrance buffer before the leaky 
bucket. In our simulations, for GS flow j, Ctotj is as- 
sumed to be zero and Dtotj consists of only packet pro- 
cessing delays at all the switches along its path, i.e., 
Dtotj = Ltotj . Djk) = Ltotj 4ps, where Ltotj is the 
number of switches along the path for flow j .  We assume 
the propagation delay is 5ps per kilometer. 

We organize our presentation as follows. Section 4.2 
presents the performance of the GS, the CL, and the BE 
traffic under light and heavy load conditions and show 
that criteria C1 and C2 are satisfied. In Section 4.3, we 
show that our architecture and algorithms can effectively 
control non-conforming flows by minimizing their nega- 
tive impact on other conforming flows (criterion C3). 
Sections 4.4 and 4.5 demonstrate the capabilities of ARC 
and QPO+, respectively. 
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Table 1: Simulation parameters for each traffic class. 

Pea.k Rate rp 1 1.5 Mbps I GS - Pa.cket Size I 1K bits 
I I -ay Bound I 10ms  I 

Pea.k Rate r p  

Packet Size 1K bits 

Packet Processing 
BE Delay Variation 

Packet Size 1K bits 
Maximum Receiver 64K bytes 

(TCP) 

Window Size 
Default Timeout 

Timer Granularity 
TCP Version 

Table 2: Simulation parameters at an end system and 
network components. 

I I U I 15 Dackets I 

10 Dackets 
I 

End U ~ I 20 Dackets I 
10 Dackets 

I v F ’ a c k e t  Processing i 500 us 

Buffer Size 500 Dackets 
I 

Conforming GS 1 250 packets 
Conforming CL I 250 packets 

Switch 1 Size r r l  
Non-conforming 1000 packets 

GSICL 
I P a c k e t o c e s s i n i  Delay 1 4 us 

100 Kbits 

Target Utilization 
End System 1 km 

Inter-Switch 1 km 
Distance to Switch 

Table 3: Number of GS, CL, and BE flows on each i?ath 
under light and heavy load conditions in the parking lot 
network. 

4.2 Performance Under Light and Heavy 
Load Conditions 

Table 3 shows the number of flows on each path under 
light and heavy load conditions in our simulation. We 
repeat our simulations many times to  obtain 95% con- 
fidence intervals. The 95% confidence intervals fc’r the 
maximum end-to-end delay for GS and CL flows under 
light load are (1.521, 1.566) and (8.58, 9.09), respec- 
tively. The 95% confidence intervals for the maxLmum 
end-to-end delay for GS and CL flows under heavj load 
are (1.685, 1.733) and (14.05, 14.57), respectively. We 
find that the delays experienced by each GS and CL flows 
are bounded and are much less than the delay require- 
ments for GS and CL flows, respectively. In Figs. 3 and 
4,  we plot the delay experienced by the GS flow ar d the 
CL flow traversing SW1 to SW5 (path G1) under light 
and heavy load, respectively. As shown in both figures, 
the delay experienced by this GS flow is bounded and is 
much less than its delay bound requirement (10 ms). For 
the CL flow, its delay is also bounded under both (ondi- 
tions and is less than its delay requirements (20 m:;). As 
expected, there is some occasional delay increase for this 
CL flow under heavy load than under light load. Again, 
such increase is normal and is considered satisfyir g our 
performance objective for CL flows. Figure 5 shows the 
link utilization at Link45 during the light and heavy load 
conditions. There is no packet Ioss from any of the GS 
or CL flows under both light and heavy load cond tions. 

4.3 
When CL sources or upstream elements do no,  have 

policing mechanism to control their traffic, the psckets 
of a non-conforming CL flow may enter the CL buffer 
partition instead of the non-conforming GS/CL buffer 
partition [lo]. We show that our architecture anc algo- 
rithms can effectively control such non-conforming CL 
flows and thus achieve criterion C3. 

The non-conforming flow is chosen to  be a f l ~ w  on 
path G4, which shares the bottleneck link Link45 with 
all other flows on paths G1, G2, and G3. Tht: non- 
conforming flow submit a peak rate of 1.5 Mbps as its 
traffic parameter for admission control but transriits at 

Control of Non-Conforming CL Flows 
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a peak rate of 10 Mbps. Since there is no policing mech- 
anism for this flow, all packets from this flow enter the 
CL buffer partition. 

Our simulations show that in the presence of non- 
conforming CL flow, the contracted QoS to those con- 
forming GS/CL flows can still be guaranteed while the 
non-conforming flow is effectively isolated (due to per 
flow queueing) and suffers from large packet loss rate 
(due to  &PO+ packet discarding). In particular, we plot 
the delay for the conforming GS and CL flows on path 
G1 in Fig. 6, which shows that the delays experienced 
by these GS and CL flows are bounded and are much 
less than their respective delay requirements. Further- 
more the packet loss rate remains zero for all conform- 
ing flows during this simulation run. On the other hand, 
Fig. 7 shows the packet loss ratio experienced by the 
non-conforming CL flow. Furthermore, we find that the 
non-conforming CL flow does not have any significant 
effect on BE traffic either. 

4.4 ARC or No ARC 
To demonstrate the significance of our ARC algorithm 

described in Algorithm 1, we use the same simulation 
settings in Section 4.3. Here, instead of using ARC, 
we use calculated rate Rj ,  j E GS and measured rate 
Ri = a(6i), i E CL directly as the weight in the WFQ 
scheduler. 

Figures 8 and 9 show delay and loss of the same GS 
flow on path G1. Here, the delay bound of 10 ms is 
violated and there is also packet loss for this GS flow, 
while the delay for the same GS is bounded (see Fig. 6 )  
with zero packet loss when ARC is employed. 

4.5 QPOf vs. Tail-dropping 
We compare the performance of QPOS with tail- 

dropping packet discarding scheme. Again, we use the 
same simulation settings in Section 4.3, except we dis- 
card the incoming packet when the buffer partition is full 
(tail-dropping) instead of QPO+. Poisson call arrival is 
not used, and instead, we just run the simulation for 300 
seconds. 

Figure 10 shows that under tail-dropping, even con- 
forming CL flow experiences large packet loss, while the 
same conforming CL flow experienced zero packet loss 
under &PO+ in Section 4.3. 

5 Concluding Remarks 
This paper presents a framework of network architec- 

ture and traffic management algorithms to provide QoS 
provisioning for integrated traffic of the GS, the CL, 
and the BE services for the future integrated services 
networks. Our architecture are shown to be capable of 
meeting the performance criteria for integrated services 
networks and resolving several problems associated with 
the traditional class-based approach. 
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Figure 3: End-to-end delay of a GS flow and a CL flow 
under light load in the parking lot network. 

Figure 7: Packet Loss Ratio for the non-conforming CL 
flow in parking lot network. 
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Figure 8: End-to-end delay for a GS Flow in parking lot 
network when ARC is not used. Figure 4: End-to-end delay of a GS flow and a CL flow 

under heavy load in the parking lot network. 
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Figure 9: Packet loss ratio for a GS Flow in parkirg lot 
network when ARC is not used. Figure 5: Link utilizakion of Link45 under light and 

heavy load in the parking lot network. 
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Figure 10: Packet loss ratio for behaving and misbehav- 
ing CL Flows in parking lot network using tail-drc'pping 
mechanism. 

Figure 6: End-to-end delay for behaving GS and CL 
Flows in parking lot network. 
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